
 

Spring Bright Pastels Trend Look  
 Using NEW limited-edition† Mary Kay® Mineral Eye Color in Garden Sky,  
               Apply the green shade all over the eyelids,  
 Then sweep the blue shade onto the outer corner of the eyelids and into the creases in a v-shape 

and continue the color along the lower lashlines. Blend. 
  Highlight brow bones with the gold shade. 
 Apply Black eyeliner along the upper lashlines and continue the line around the outer edges of 

the lower lashlines 
 Sweep Cherry Blossom mineral cheek color from the top of the cheekbones onto the temples. 
 Add a hint of color and shine to the lips with NEW limited-edition† Mary Kay® Lip Lacquer in 

Pink Pagoda. 
 Apply two coats of Mary Kay® Lash Love® Mascara in I ♥ Black to upper and lower lashes. 
 Complete your look with NEW limited-edition† Mary Kay® Nail Lacquer in Pink Bamboo. 



 

Day Time Zen  
 Apply Black eyeliner along upper lashlines and smudge with a cotton-tipped applicator         

or fingertip. 
 Sweep Iris mineral eye color on the lids and along the lower lashlines.  
 Apply Sweet Plum mineral eye color in the creases and around to the outer corners of          

the lower lashlines.  
 Highlight the brow bones with Spun Silk mineral eye color. 
 Add drama to lashes with Mary Kay® Ultimate Mascara™ in Black. 
 Create a C-shape from cheekbones to temples with Strawberry Cream mineral cheek color. 
 Line lips with Clear lip liner. 
 Apply Hibiscus creme lipstick and add Icicle lip gloss. 



 

Evening Sophistication 
 

 Brush Apricot Twist cream eye color all over eyelids.  
 Layer with Gold Coast mineral eye color, then highlight inner corners and brow bones.  
 Brush Coal mineral eye color into outer creases and blend. 
 Line upper lashlines with Black liquid eyeliner and extend the line slightly. 
 Apply Mary Kay® Lash Love® Mascara in I ♥ Black to upper and lower lashes. 
 Create a C-shaped cheek by sweeping Bold Berry mineral cheek color onto apples of 

cheeks and brush toward temples 
 Apply Mary Kay® True Dimensions™ Lipstick in Wild About Pink to lips 
 Apply NEW limited-edition† Mary Kay® Nail Lacquer in Pink Bamboo. 



 

The All Occasion Look 
 

 Brush Metallic Taupe cream eye color all over eyelids.   
 Sweep Precious Pink mineral eye color into creases. 
  Highlight with Spun Silk mineral eye color and blend into brow bones. 
 Line upper lashes with Black eyeliner. 
 Brush on Mary Kay® Lash Love® Mascara in I ♥ Black. 
 Create a C-shape with Citrus Bloom mineral cheek color by sweeping color from cheekbones and 

up and around temples. 
 Line lips with Clear lip liner, then apply Sunset creme lipstick. Add shine to top and bottom lips 

with Pink Luster lip gloss. 


